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I noticed without surprise by recording the noise of things that one
could perceive beyond sounds, the daily metaphors that they suggest
to us.
—Pierre Schaeffer

Pierre Schaeffer operating the potentiomèter d’espace (1951), the four 
rings of which could be used during a live performance to control the 
spatial distribution of electronically produced sounds using two front
channels, one channel in the rear, and one overhead. (1951 © INA/Maurice
Lecardent, INA-GRM Archives)
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EARLY ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN EUROPE 43

A convergence of new technologies and a general cultural backlash against Old World
arts and values made conditions favorable for the rise of electronic music in the years
following World War II. Musical ideas that met with punishing repression and indiffer -
ence prior to the war became less odious to a new genera tion of listeners who embraced
futuristic advances of the atomic age. Prior to World War II, electronic music was
anchored down by a reliance on live performance. Only a few composers—Varèse and
Cage among them—anticipated the importance of the recording medium to the growth
of electronic music. This chapter traces a technological transition from the turntable to
the magnetic tape recorder as well as the transformation of electronic music from a
medium of live performance to that of recorded media. This important evolutionary
stage of electronic music was rooted in Europe and marked the beginning of its second
era of development.

BEFORE THE TAPE RECORDER

Prior to World War II, wire recorders and disc recorders were the only practical means
for recording and playing sounds. Optical sound-on-film recording was another
technology available in the 1930s. Lee De Forest, inventor of the Audion vacuum tube,
was also the developer of one of the earliest optical sound technologies. The De Forest
process, called Phonofilm, was introduced in 1919 about ten years before the widespread
application of a variety of competing technologies for making movies talk. In the Phono -
film process, audio signals were converted to electrical waveforms and photographically
recorded on the edge of motion picture film. The soundtrack was made audible again
by using a photoelectric cell to convert it during the playback of the motion picture.
The quality of optically recorded sound was not substantively better than disc recordings
of the time but the two-step recording and playback process and specialized equipment
made sound-on-film less practical for composers than other technologies. Still, the art
of sound splicing owes its beginnings to the movie industry, where optical sound was
used to synchronize audio content with the moving picture. Some limited musical
experiments with the direct creation of sounds using optical film recording had been
done by John Whitney (1917–95) and James Whitney (1922–82) for their experi mental
films in 1940. Some com posers, including John Cage, kept a watchful eye on all such
audio recording technologies, hoping for a breakthrough that would make the capturing
and editing of sounds possible for creating music. In 1937, Cage spoke of these
technologies:

Wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise . . . We want to capture and
control these sounds, to use them not as studio effects but as musical
instruments. Every film studio has a library of “sound effects” recorded on film.
With a film phonograph [sound-on-film] it is now possible to control the
amplitude and frequency of any of these sounds to give it rhythms within or
beyond the reach of imagination.1

Of the recording technologies available before World War II, the turntable had
audio fidelity that was marginally superior to that of optical and wire recording. 
Table 2.1 compares the audio storage specifications of several com peting technologies
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in 1930. Drawbacks of disc recording included a play-back time limited to a few minutes
at a speed of 78 rpm and, for all practical purposes, no sound editing or mixing capability.
Yet disc recorders were more widely available, less expensive, and more amenable to a
trial and error process of sound assembly than both wire and optical recording. Despite
the limitations of disc recording, or perhaps because “invention is the mother of
necessity,”2 several composers were nonetheless compelled to experiment with turn -
tablism.

During the 1920s, turntables were often used onstage as part of performances, such
as when composer Ottorino Respighi called for a disc recording of nightingales to be
played during a performance of The Pines of Rome in 1924. Gramophones were a common
household item and anybody who owned one was familiar with the amusing effect of
letting a turntable wind down to a stop, gradually lowering the pitch of the recording as
it did so. In 1930, inspired by the common gramophone, composers Paul Hindemith
and Ernst Toch (1887–1964) found a new application for the turntable. Rather than 
using it to passively record the performance of other music, they experimented with 
the record player as the instrument itself. The occasion for their investigations was the
1930 Neue Musik festival of contemporary music in Berlin. Only a few weeks prior to

Table 2.1 Audio recording technologies, 1930

Technology Typical media Frequency range a Primary application Editing
capacity

Phonograph 8–9 minutes 100 Hz to 5,000 Hzb Home recording Playback and 
cylinders and dictation re-recording onto 
(plastic) new cylinder

Gramophone 4–5 minutes per 80 Hz to 6,000 Hz Commercial recordings Playback and 
discs (shellac) side of music and radio re-recording onto 

broadcasting new disc

Wire recorders 60 minutes 200 Hz to 6,000 Hz Home recording and Snipping the wire and 
dictation tying or welding the 

loose ends together; 
or re-recording over 
an existing sound

Optical 5–10 minutes To 8,000 Hz Motion picture Snipping the film and 
(early shorts) to soundtracks taping or gluing the 
full-length feature loose ends together; 
films the imprint of the audio 

signal was visible on 
the film and enabled 
accurate splicing

Notes
a The range of audio frequencies reproducible by an electrical audio device, expressed as a range from lowest to highest as measured

in hertz (Hz). By comparison, magnetic tape media (c. 1950) and current digital media extended the frequency range of recorded media
to the full span of human hearing, from about 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz.3

b Based on contemporary tests of an Edison Blue Amberol plastic cylinder conducted at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA,
and reported by V. Fadeyev, C. Haber, C. Maul, J. W. McBride, and M. Golden, “Reconstruction of Mechanically Recorded Sound from
an Edison Cylinder using Three Dimensional Non-Contact Optical Surface Metrology” (LBNL-54927, April 20, 2004). Available online at
http://repositories.cdlib.org/lbn/LBNL-54927/ (accessed April 29, 2007).
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the festival, the composers were immersed in trial and error tests with microphones 
and disc cutters, producing what may have been the first music composed exclusively
for the recording medium. It was the beginning of Grammophonmusik, the roots of turn -
tablism. Their short program of Originalwerke für Schallplatten—original works for 
disc—included just five works lasting only a few minutes each. Hindemith named his
two works Trickaufnahmen (“trick recordings”) and the remaining three works by Toch
were collectively named Gesprochene Musik (“spoken music”).4 The fundamental effect
exploited by each man was the amusing effect of pre-recorded sounds being played back
at the wrong speed, a trait of gramophone machines with which any owner of a hand-
cranked model was already familiar. These short works were composed using a laborious
multi step recording process. Equipped only with a microphone, disc lathe (recorder),
and several playback turntables, the pieces were created by first recording a set of sounds
onto one disc and then re-recording them onto a second disc as the first was played back,
often at a different speed. In Hindemith’s case, the Trickaufnahmen were devised for
xylophone, voice, and cello, the latter being played at different speeds to change the pitch
range of one of the parts. The several parts of Hindemith’s piece may have required the
playback of three discs at the same time, with the composer capturing the final “mix”
by holding a microphone up to the sound. Hindemith was clearly intrigued by using the
turntable to change the pitch of recorded sounds and mixing them to create new interactive
rhythmic sequences. Toch’s pieces used only voice and for these he employed a “four
voice mixed choir.”5 Recordings of Toch’s three examples of Gesprochene Musik have
not survived, but one of the pieces, the charming Fuge auf der Geographie (Geographical
Fugue), became Toch’s most popular work and has since served to bring many a choral
performance to a disarming conclusion. Geographical Fugue is essentially an exercise in
tongue-twisting geographical names spoken to dramatic effect in various permutations
of volume and pace. With such lines as, “Trinidad, and the big Mississippi,” and “Nagasaki!
Yokohama!” Toch’s aim was to transform spoken word into rhythmic, musical sounds.
His Grammophonmusik version used disc recordings to change the speed of the voices, a
technique that had the unexpected consequence of changing some of the vowel sounds
or timbre of the music. Together, Hindemith and Toch had discovered how to
transform the gramophone into a sound-generating machine that could alter the pitch
and color of a given recorded sound. What Hindemith and Toch recognized was that
the mechanical traits that made machine music possible could also be explored for their
own, inherently structural and musical qualities. Toch clearly explained this in a statement
published at the time of the festival, saying that their purpose in working with Grammo -
phonmusik was that of “exploiting the peculiarities of its [the gramophone’s] function and
by analyzing its formerly unrealized possibilities . . . thereby changing the machine’s
function and creating a characteristic music of its own.”6

Very few composers immediately followed Hindemith and Toch in the explora -
tion of Grammophonmusik, with the exception of Varèse, who by 1935 was experimenting
with the playback of multiple turntables simultaneously at various speeds, and John Cage,
who is well known for the turntable work Imagin ary Landscape No. 1 (1939).

Although in view of the Grammophonmusik of Hindemith and Toch it is a misnomer
to call Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No.1 the first piece to be written specifically for a
recording medium, the Cage work was certainly much better known and became part
of a legacy of highly experimental works that greatly influenced music in the second
half of the twentieth century. Imaginary Landscape No.1 consisted of sounds produced
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LISTENING GUIDE 2.1

Title: Trickaufnahmen [excerpt]

Artist: Paul Hindemith     Year: 1930     Duration: 01:02

Genre: Turntablism

Electronic Instrumentation: Turntables (recording and playback), recorded xylophone, and cello.

Background: One of the first works expressly composed with and for turntables, composer Paul
Hindemith used speed changes to modify the natural pitch range of recorded snippets of xylophone and
cello sounds.

Listen For: Sped-up sounds and attempts to keep the three separately
recorded parts synchronized. The piece maintains a pulse rhythm but the
time signatures of the individual instrumental voices sometimes vary,
creating a polyrhythmic effect. This short excerpt (about half of the
complete work) is divided into six sections. These sections can be
detected by listening for the cello “bass” line. The piece does not appear
to repeat or loop sounds using a lock groove. Instead, each of the three
parts was apparently recorded in entirety and then synchronized during
playback in real time by adjusting the speeds of the turntables. This
points out the technical challenges of working with analog technologies
lacking the mechanics needed to synchronize the motors of individual
components, a challenge that remained even with the advent of tape
recorders and tape music in the 1950s.

0:00–0:10 After two initial beats of a tapping pulse rhythm, the sounds of all three
instruments join in unison. The rhythm is halting and the parts slightly out of
tune with one another. The xylophone track is sped up, the cello bass track is
at normal speed, and a second cello track is sped up, giving it a strumming,
guitar-like sound.

0:15–0:23 By the end of the first section, the xylophone has lost its synchronization with
the accompanying cello bass line.

0:23–0:45 During four short sections, the tracks are synchronized better and a
polyrhythmic effect is created as the xylophone plays double-time to the
accompanying cello tracks. The xylophone plays up and down the scales.

0:46–1:02 The piece returns to a more synchronous rhythm for three successive passages
followed by a short section for xylophone only.

Compare and Contrast
Symphonie pour un homme seul (1949–50) by Pierre Henry and Pierre Schaeffer
Williams Mix (1952) by John Cage
Demolition (1999) by Philip Jeck
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EARLY ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN EUROPE 47

by playing audio test recordings on variable-speed turntables with speed clutches in com -
bina tion with cymbal and piano-string sounds. The waveform sounds on the recorded
discs were originally electronically generated, giving the piece the distinctive charged
energy of elec tronic music.

In using the disc recording medium, composers sought to liberate themselves 
from a dependence on the performance situation in order to create music. This early
exploration of turntablism led directly to a creative outpouring of a newly conceived
music of common noises that opened up the door to the second era of electronic music.

HALIM EL-DABH—ELECTRONIC MUSIC PIONEER

The musical career of Egyptian-born Halim El-Dabh (b. 1921) has spanned more than
60 years, during which he has become known as an influential composer, performer,
ethnomusicologist, and educator. He arrived in the United States in 1950 after having
received a Fulbright Scholarship to study music with Ernst Krenek at the University 
of New Mexico and was tutored by Aaron Copland, among others, for two summers 
at the Berkshire Music Center.

Equally important to El-Dabh’s career were his early experiments with electronic
music. El-Dabh composed one of the earliest known works of musique concrète in 1944,
five years before Pierre Schaeffer would become famous for having coined that term 
to describe his experiments with recorded sound in Paris. While studying in Cairo, 
El-Dabh gained access to a magnetic wire sound recorder through the offices of 
Middle East Radio. He was allowed to borrow the wire recorder and, although it weighed 
17 pounds and required a heavy microphone and power cable, El-Dabh took it into
the streets to capture outside sounds. The primary subject of his recordings was a “pre-
Islamic ritual” called a zaar ceremony, consisting of African-influenced vocal music and
dances.7 El-Dabh was fascinated by the possibilities of manipulating recorded sound for
musical purposes but he had no models to go by. It seemed to him that the recording
equipment from the radio station could open up the raw audio content of the zaar

ceremony to further investigation, to unlock “the inner
sound” that was contained within. “I just started playing
around with the equipment at the station,” explained El-
Dabh, “including reverberation, echo chambers, voltage
controls, and a re-recording room that had movable walls
to create different kinds and amounts of reverb.”8 Using
the equipment at his disposal, El-Dabh deconstructed the
sound of the women’s voices, concentrating in particular
on the rhythm of the singing and overtones in the upper
registers. “I concentrated on those high tones that reverb -
erated and had different beats and clashes,” explained the
composer, “and started eliminating the fundamental tones,
isolating the high overtones so that, in the finished
recording, the voices are not really recognizable any more,
only the high overtones, with their beats and clashes, 
may be heard.”9 Working in this way, isolated from the
mainstream of contemporary music at the time, El-Dabh

Figure 2.1 Halim El-Dabh,
early 1950s. (Halim El-Dabh)
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48 EARLY HISTORY: PREDECESSORS AND PIONEERS

independently discovered the potential of sound recordings as the raw material from
which to compose music. The final piece was transferred to magnetic tape and lasted
between 20 and 25 minutes. El-Dabh called the work The Expression of Zaar (1944) and
it was first presented publicly during an art gallery event in Cairo.

MUSIQUE CONCRÈTE IN FRANCE

Pierre Schaeffer (1910–95) was a radio engineer, broadcaster, writer, and biog rapher.
Pierre Henry (b. 1927) was a classically trained composer. Together, these two French
collaborators fused an interest in new music with that of available recording technology
to begin the second era of electronic music, that of the recorded sound. Building on
precedents such as the Grammophonmusik of Hindemith and Toch, the turntablism of
John Cage, and earlier predictions about machine music made by Busoni, Varèse, Cage,
and others, Schaeffer and Henry pioneered the construction of music using sound
recording tools, natural sounds, electronic signals, and instrumental sounds. The resulting
form of music was called musique concrète, and the work of Schaeffer and Henry led to
a growing institu tional interest in electronic music and the establishment of electronic
music studios around the world.

Schaeffer came from the world of radio production and was considered a musical
amateur by many of the composers he worked with. He expended an enormous amount
of energy establishing a rigid set of criteria for musique concrète, which may be defined
simply as “music made from recorded natural and man-made sounds,” a familiar practice
from today’s perspective that requires little interpretation.10 During the formative years
of musique concrète, however, the newness of the concept naturally led to more nuanced
explanations involving various phonological terms. One refreshingly clear definition was
provided by French composer and musicologist André Hodeir, who wrote in 1961:

Composers of musique concrète begin by recording various sounds (either
musical sounds or noises of indeterminate pitch) and then, by speeding them up,
slowing them down, filtering or inverting them, metamorphose these sounds into
“sound objects” (objets sonores) whose origin it is not always possible to
distinguish.11

The notable absence of electronically generated sounds (tones) and untouched
ambient sounds from this definition is what made the approach less flexible than many
composers were willing to accept. Despite Schaeffer’s dogmatic adherence to these
criteria, one can appreciate the seriousness with which he devoted himself to establishing
the ground rules of the emerging world of electronic sound art. As a result, the French
studio that Schaeffer operated became an electronic music boot camp for a generation
of emerging composers.

L’Objet Sonore—The Sound Object
Joining Schaeffer in his experiments with tape music was Abraham Moles (1922–92), a
multidisciplinary theorist in information perception with degrees in engineering,
philosophy, and psychology. Moles was fascinated by electronic music because it worked
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EARLY ELECTRONIC MUSIC IN EUROPE 49

directly with the materials of sound production, providing composers with seemingly
unfettered opportunities to forge sounds according to whatever psychological effect was
prescribed. Moles viewed musical material as being “separable in experiments from the
continuity of perception”12 and therefore possible to examine as if one were dissecting
any other natural phenomenon. Moles’ approach to analyzing the psychological effects
of musical sound began by objectifying the corporeal components of sound and, by
implication, the audio materials that a composer could manipulate. Sound that existed
apart from human perception was designated as l’objet sonore (the sound object). Music
was regarded as a “sequence of sound objects” and experimental music could contain
sounds that fell outside of what was normally considered harmonic or musical.

The sound object, according to Moles, contained three dimensions: amplitude
(loudness); frequency (tone); and time (duration). These three dimensions of sound could
be further articulated by examining their component parts, such as the attack, sustain,
and decay characteristics of any sound and the harmonic relationships of tone com -
binations over time. For Moles, the impact of a piece of music does not lie solely in its
inherent structure or sound choices; it is equally dependent on the way in which the
work is perceived over time as it progresses. The technology of audio recording provided
an excellent means to save and test the effects of various kinds of sounds. For the
composer, the reduction of all sounds to these fundamental components was like leveling
the playing field so that any conceivable sound could become a part of music. This is
essentially the direction taken by Schaeffer and others who viewed electronic music as
a valuable tool for shattering commonly accepted definitions of music, an understandable
starting point for composers who found themselves immersed in a medium whose sound
objects were not musical in a traditional sense.

The resourceful Schaeffer, energized by Moles’ analysis of sound properties, drew
these technical elements together into a strategy for the composer. He devised three
plans for working with sounds:

1 The Harmonic Plan (Plan harmonique): the development of timbre (tone quality) as
a function of the entire range of audible frequencies over time.

2 The Dynamic Plan (Plan dynamique): the development of dynamic aspects of sound
(amplitude, envelope) with respect to time.

3 The Melodic Plan (Plan mélodique): the development of pitch and tone sequences
over time.

Figure 2.2 is Moles’ visualization of the amplitude (Dynamic Plan) and pitch (Melodic
Plan) dimensions of the sound object.

The Harmonic Plan was illustrated in a separate figure, hinting at the challenges
that Moles and Schaeffer faced in trying to create a taxonomy of musical sound material
(see Figure 2.3).

Schaeffer’s audio engineer Jacques Poullin went so far as to sketch a three-dimensional
representation of a sound object using more conven tional musical notation, as shown
in Figure 2.4.

Poullin’s sketch is also important because it represents an early attempt to notate
the dymanic and attack characteristics of electronically manipulated sound—a challenge
that would engage many composers over the years in their search for a nomenclature
for documenting the audio traits of an electronic music work. Of his sketch that translates
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EARLY H IS T O R Y : PR ED E C ESSO R S A ND P IO N E E R S

Figure 2.2

the given sound object onto a musical staff, Poullin freely admitted that it “becomes 
difficult to note all o f  its characters in only one figure,” so he focused primarily on the 
fundamental or dom inant frequencies o f  the tone.13 Schaeffer, Poullin, and Moles all 
recognized the futility o f  trying to notate more than a few moments o f  music using their 
three-dimensional scheme, but the value o f their approach to visualizing a sound object 
was nonetheless key to the ability to w ork with the raw material o f  musical sound on 
the basis o f  its constituent parts.

The idea o f  the sound object is critically important because it represented the appreci
ation o f the traits that make up the composition o f a sound. The accompanying diagrams 
represent only snapshot o f  a single m om ent in the span o f  a sound and presume that the 
sound object is accompanied by other transformative sounds before and after it. An 
approach such as this lent itself well to an approach to making music w ith technology, 
thrusting the composer into the role o f  chief engineer as well as musician.

Schaeffer had already composed several works for recorded media by the time he 
coined the term musique concrete in 1949.14 The term  has been somewhat misunderstood 
over the years and is com m only used to designate a work o f electronic music composed 
for the recording media using e lec tro aco u s tic  or electronic sound sources. However, 
Schaeffer’s original use o f  the term concrete was not intended to denote a kind o f  sound

beuil douloureux
Plan dynam ique
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E A R L Y  ELE C T R O N IC  M USIC IN EU RO PE

Figure 2.3 The Plan harmonique. Manually analyzing and illustrating even a single moment of sound 
became a challenge for Moles and Schaeffer in their attempts to create a taxonomy of musical sound 
material. (Moies, i960)

A.

B.

Figure 2.4 An attempt by audio engineer Jacques Poullin to visually depict the three-dimensional 
representation of a sound object using conventional musical notation. (Pouiiin, 1955)
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52 EARLY HISTORY: PREDECESSORS AND PIONEERS

source at all but only the concept of the sound object as the driving principle behind
the creation of the music. A concrète sound could come from any source, natural or
electronic. In practice, musique concrète came to refer to any work that was conceived
with the recording medium in mind, was composed directly on that medium, and was
played through that medium as a finished piece.15

Origins of Musique Concrète
Schaeffer graduated from the École Polytechnique in Paris in 1931 and continued his
studies in the fields of electricity and telecommunications. He later accepted an
apprenticeship as an engineer at the Paris facilities of French National Radio and
Radiodiffusion-Television Françaises (RTF), which led to a full-time job as a technician
and broadcaster.

RTF was at that time under the control of the German occupying forces. During
World War II, Schaeffer led two lives. By day he worked as the director of a branch 
of RTF called the Studio d’Essai of the Radiodiffusion Nationale, which he had
organized in 1943. His work there was devoted to experiments in radio production and
musical acoustics. He also led a shadow life during the war as a member of the French
resistance.

While employed at RTF Schaeffer had access to a wealth of radio broadcasting
equipment, including phonograph turntables, mixers, microphones, and a direct-to-disc
cutting lathe. He also had at his disposal a large archive of sound effects records owned
by the studio and routinely used for radio productions. During 1944, he immersed himself
in the production of an eight-part radio opera series called La Coquille à planètes.16

Although an audio engineer by trade, Schaeffer had been raised in a musical family and
was becoming acutely aware of the musical possibilities of audio recording techniques.
For the opera production, he used a variety of non-musical sounds as part of the audio
montage being broadcast over the radio. He undertook most of the technical work
himself, learning how to work with turntable technology. In one part of the opera,
Schaeffer combined noise and music in a more overt manner. He later explained that
this experience in manipulating recorded sounds revealed “preoccupations which led to
musique concrète.”17 Schaeffer was clearly immersed in a world of new discoveries while
working on La Coquille à planètes:

I was suddenly aware that the only mystery worthy of interest is concealed in the
familiar trappings of triviality. And I noticed without surprise by recording the
noise of things one could perceive beyond sounds, the daily metaphors that they
suggest to us.18

After World War II, in 1947, Schaeffer met the audio engineer Jacques Poullin,
who became his close collaborator on the design of specialized audio equipment for the
radio studio. By January 1948, Schaeffer engaged himself in the production of a
formidable set of five turntable compositions known collectively as the Études de bruits
(“studies of noise”). After nearly a year of work on the material, the five pieces had
their radio premiere on October 5, 1948.19 These were the first completed works of
musique concrète, a term that Schaeffer would coin in 1949.
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The five pieces presented during the 1948 “concert of noises” were:

1 Étude aux chemins de fer (a montage of locomotive sounds recorded at a train depot).
2 Étude aux tourniquets (for xylophone, bells, and whistling toy tops called tourniquets

or whirligigs).
3, 4 Étude au piano I and II (both using piano material recorded for Schaeffer by Pierre

Boulez).
5 Étude aux casseroles (using the sounds of spinning saucepan lids, boats, human voices,

and other instruments).

Schaeffer composed the Études de bruits using only turntable technology and was
faced with challenges similar to those of Hindemith and Toch some 18 years earlier.
Schaeffer had the advantage, however, of being employed by a radio broadcasting station
that gave him access to some mixing and filtering tools not normally found outside of
a professionally equipped audio studio. Schaeffer used the following equipment to fashion
his Études de bruits:

• a disc-cutting lathe for making recordings of the final mixes;
• four turntables;
• a four-channel mixer;
• microphones;
• audio filters;
• a reverberation chamber;
• a portable recording unit;
• sound effects records from the radio station library and newly recorded sounds.

Schaeffer’s list of recording and editing techniques for the Études reads like the lesson
plan for an electronic music clinic. Remember that the year was 1948 and that the tape
recorder was not yet in general use. Working only with a disc lathe to record sound
was akin to working only with a film camera to edit a sequence of images: manipulation
of the sequence of material was not possible except in real time during the recording
of the content or the re-recording of previously made content while it was being played.
Schaeffer edited different sounds together by playing them back and re-recording them
directly onto disc masters. He played sounds in reverse. He created lock grooves—
endless loops—with the disc cutter so that sounds would repeat. He played the sounds
back at different speeds. He used volume control to modify the intensity and envelope
of the sound, creating fades and balancing the amplitude levels of individual sound
elements. He took some of the equipment outside of the studio to record natural sounds,
including locomotives at the Batignolles train depot, amateur musicians, voices of
friends, spinning saucepan lids, and piano music played for him by friends, including
Pierre Boulez (b. 1925). Schaeffer combined sounds that he recorded himself with material
from sound effects records and recordings of musical sounds from Bali and America.20

The result was a tour de force of technical ingenuity.
Historically, the Études de bruits introduced the world to the abstract plasticism of

sounds plucked from the real world and woven together like so many swatches of multi -
colored linen. Schaeffer did not merely offer a montage of sounds as if taken from a
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documentary film. He modified and structured them rhythmically and sonically as musical
resources. Although Hindemith, Toch, and Cage had composed earlier works for the
turntable medium, it was Schaeffer who generally gets credit for laying the groundwork
for the emergence of electronic music composition—well-deserved praise for a man
who in the end did not feel accomplished as a composer.

The significance of the Études to the second era of electronic music rests on four
principles:

1 The act of composing music was realized through technological means, working
directly with the recording medium.

2 Any and all manner of sounds could comprise the raw material of making the music.
Many of the sound materials were of natural, not musical, origin.

3 The work could be replayed identically over and over again using mechanical means.
4 Presentation of the work did not require human performers.

Pierre Henry credited Schaeffer with having laid the groundwork for all future
electronic music. “Pierre Schaeffer had the idea to produce sounds by means of different
tools,” said Henry, “by splitting the attack of a sound, prolonging the sound by
reverberation, repetition, a sort of alchemy that doesn’t exist in orchestral music.”21

Schaeffer explored the making of a concrète music score with Étude aux chemins de
fer. He visualized the parallel sequences of sound samples, identifying each by a letter
and arranging them as a linear series showing when each sound object would begin,
end, and repeat. In some cases, he indicated that a sequence would be reversed or would
employ some form of “counterpoint” or juxtaposition with other sounds. It is interesting
to note that even during this early stage in the development of electronic music, when
a work of musique concrète essentially began with the sound material itself, some composers
insisted on scoring a structure for this material. Was the purpose of the score to allow
others to reproduce the work independently of the composer? Or was it merely an
organizational aid for the composer who was trying to assemble a complex matrix of
many sound fragments into what might be called a composition? In Schaeffer’s case it
was primarily the latter, and he admitted that trying to score for sounds that hadn’t been
discovered yet seemed pointless. On the other hand, if a score was purely structural—
focusing on the duration, timing, and sequencing of samples without regard to the source
of sound—it could result in an entirely different sonic outcome in the hands of different
interpreters. We are reminded of this conceptual breakthrough even today by the ease
with which a program such as Max or SuperCollider can adapt a composition that exists
as a coded structure to any available sound signal.

The success of the Études attracted composer Pierre Henry to the studio and he
joined Schaeffer and Poullin in their work in 1949. In 1951, after several more successful
experimental works and broadcasts, the RTF provided funds for the creation of the first
audio studio in the world devoted exclusively to the production of electronic music.
This was the Groupe de Recherches Musicales (GRM), a collective of composers that
became formally subsumed by RTF in 1958.

Henry’s presence at the studio brought an immediate sense of musicality to the work
of the studio. At the same time, Schaeffer’s engineering mind was compelled to devise
an empirical approach to making music from noise. Much like Russolo had done before
him, he classified sound objects into several categories:
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1 Living elements (including voices, animal sounds).
2 Noises.
3 Modified or “prepared” instruments.
4 Conventional instruments.

Symphonie pour un homme seul (Symphony for a Man Alone, 1949–50) was the first major
collaboration between Schaeffer and Henry. Although the work under went many
revisions over the years, the original version, composed using only phonograph machines,
was a striking and ambitious piece, even by today’s standards. It was based primarily on
two categories of sounds as defined by the composers:

1 Human sounds (breathing, vocal fragments, shouting, humming, whistling).
2 Non-human sounds (footsteps, knocking on doors, percussion, prepared piano,

orchestral instruments).

As an approach to composing the work, these sounds were either modified using the
technical resources that were at the composers’ command or left alone and simply edited
into intriguing patterns. The work freely employed spoken voice, broadcast music, pre -
pared piano (an early approach to modifying the piano credited to Cage), and various
mechanical or natural noises. Disc loops (repeating grooves) were effectively used to
create rhythmic passages of spoken words. The piece was originally structured as a series
of 22 movements or expositions on certain combinations of sounds. It grew in complexity
from movement to movement, creating greater and greater abstractions of recorded
sounds, until a finale of booming instrumental sounds brought it to a thundering close.
It was highly charged and fraught with tension, a trademark of early musique concrète.

Maximum Turntablism
For more than four years, from 1947 into 1951, the RTF studio under Schaeffer’s
direction mastered the process and art of composing music using turntables. Until 1949,
Schaeffer operated largely as a producer of radiophonic works, collecting sounds on disc
and laboring over their recording, editing, and organization. Accompanied by a mobile
recording crew, he traveled about Paris collecting a variety of sounds: musical, industrial,
and ambient. His site recordings of locomotives at the Batignolles train station were the
source of sound material for his first well-known work of concrete music, Étude aux
chemins de fer (1948), where he enthusiastically recorded the mechanical sounds of six
locomotives. This remote recording was done using a mobile sound unit equipped with
a disc lathe.

The collecting of sound samples appealed to Schaeffer’s innate passion for organiza -
tion and cataloging. He viewed his endeavors as “research,” and conducted his sound
manipulation and editing activities as experiments or studies. As the library of sound
samples expanded, discs were being stored in every available cupboard and cabinet space.
By the spring of 1949, the collection of sound samples had amassed to nearly 6,000 disc
recordings.22 At this time, Henry started working alongside Schaeffer in the studio as
collaborator and creator of his own works. Henry’s wife, Michèle Henry, volunteered
to help organize the sound library, performing a task that many volunteer assistants before
her had been incapable of completing. She made progress by color-coding and sorting
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the material into broad categories, but the collection of “sound objects” continued to
grow exponentially. One reason for this was a new turntable device, built for Schaeffer,
that could record discs at variable speeds. In early 1951, Schaeffer returned to the studio
after a lecture tour to find that Henry had essentially coopted the machine for his own
use and had been producing scores of additional sound samples that needed storing and
classification. “In his hands,” lamented Schaeffer, “the new machine had created
extraordinary sound objects by the hundreds,” all of which were given some sort of
transformative development by Henry.23 Accordingly, further attempts were made to
categorize and classify the sounds by type, source, and even disposition. Schaeffer
admitted that every attempt at organizing their vast sound library had failed. He and
Henry essentially disagreed on a schema for doing so, down to the naming convention
of each sample. Where Schaeffer favored the categorization of sounds by source (e.g.
locomotive, orchestra, prepared piano, bird calls), Henry arrived at a completely different
schema based on the musical temperament of a sound: Péripéties (Incidents), Climats
(Climates), and Ponctuations (Punctuations).24 The latter plan proved somewhat useful
for making the sound libraries available to radio broadcasters in search of sound effects
and mood music, a secondary enterprise that occupied the time of GRM as early as
1950.

Turntables in Live Performance
The turntable legacy of the Schaeffer studio also extends to the establishment of live
performance practice. While much has been written about the first tape music concerts
in North America and Europe, early turntable performances from the same era are often
treated as less remarkable, but unfairly so.

While musique concrète had been featured on several historic radiophonic presentations
between 1948 and 1950, the challenges of performing disc works live became quickly
apparent to Schaeffer and Henry when they were asked to give lectures and demon -
strations. The first live turntable performance of the French studio was on the evening
of March 18, 1950. The concert took place at the Ecole Normale de Musique in Paris,
a leading music conservatory. A stage that was normally occupied by a live orchestra
was taken over by a cluttered matrix of mixers, turntables, cables, and two large loud -
speakers facing the audience. For the occasion, the program featured the first live
performance of Symphonie pour un homme seul, a collaboration of Schaeffer and Henry.
This was the early, long version of the work, consisting of 22 sequences and lasting 
45 minutes. The concert itself could be viewed as an experiment. There was no real
performance aspect to the event other than cueing up the records and playing them in
the correct sequence, and adjusting the sound levels. This human activity on stage had
little gestural bearing on the sounds being heard, leaving the audience a little dazed, but
the response was positive and press reviews supportive.

The first Ecole Normale de Musique performance raised questions that are once
again being asked—what is a performer to do when presenting turntable or even laptop
music in a live setting? What value do gestural components bring to the performance
of electronic music?

Schaeffer and Henry were moved to correct this situation. Realizing that their mere
presence on stage added to the performance aspect of these works, they sought a more
visually appealing and provocative approach to managing the performance of electronic 
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